Image usage contract
The object of this contract is to provide the customer with the required usage rights.
Contract partner:
Fritsche GmbH & Co. KG (usage right provider)
Eichenhöhe 10
21255 Kakenstorf, Germany

represented by :
Mr. Gerald K. Fritsche

and
________________________________

represented by:

Usage right recipient

________________________________

________________________________

Address / postal code / etc.

Authorised Signatory

________________________________
Town

________________________________
Country

1. Object / provision of rights
Fritsche GmbH & Co. KG, as sole owner of all unlimited rights to the photos, images,
graphics, visual representations and other digital media (e.g. pdf files), hereby grants the
customer exclusive unlimited usage rights in Germany and the rest of the world.
Fritsche GmbH & Co. KG gives its assurance that it is entitled to dispose freely over the
unlimited usage rights to the image material, that no third parties have rights to the material
and that, for the term of the contract, it will not make any dispositions in conflict with the
contract.

This concern images and drawings that the right recipient can download from the
Fritsche GmbH & Co. KG website.
2. Rights and obligations of the customer
The customer may make duplicates and catalogues, electronically store and transmit image
material, make it accessible to the public on the internet and elsewhere and take any action
regarding the image material which he deems appropriate.
The customer shall handle the image material provided gently and with care, but shall accept
no liability in case of force majeure or for the culpability of third parties.
The customer may not grant usage rights to the images or transfer them to third parties
without the written permission of Fritsche GmbH & Co. KG.
Erfüllungsort für Lieferung und Zahlung ist Tostedt. Gerichtsstand ist Tostedt. Placement of fulfillment for duties arising from the contract is Tostedt.
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Image usage contract
The sale, passing on and lending of the images with the intention of making a profit are not
permitted.
3. Use of the image material
Should Fritsche GmbH & Co. KG determine nothing to the contrary, it agrees that its images
may also be used in versions other than their original versions, e.g. in details and montages.
The customer will make every effort to ensure that motifs of particular artistic quality do not
suffer deterioration.
Fritsche GmbH & Co. KG shall bear no responsibility for claims made against the customer
(usage right recipient) by third parties and which have arisen due to the author’s erroneous
information with regard to the copyright and image rights.

4. Remuneration
The customer shall pay no fee for the transfer of usage rights.

5. Term of the contract
This contract is concluded for an unlimited period.
The contract can be terminated at any time by giving a month’s notice.
When the contract is terminated, the customer undertakes to return all image material
including copies made to Fritsche GmbH & Co. KG without delay and to cease its use in all
manner of media (e.g. internet pages, catalogues etc.).

6. Final provision
This contract is subject to German law.
Changes and supplements to this contract must be made in writing.
Should one or more of the provisions in this contract be wholly or partially ineffective, this
shall not affect the validity of the remaining provisions. Such provision as most closely
approximates to the purpose of the intended provision shall take its place retrospectively.

_________________________________
place / date

_________________________________
place / date

_________________________________
Signature / Company stamp
of the usage right provider

_________________________________
Signature / Company stamp
of the usage right recipient
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